Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is expected to be adopted as an effective technique to evaluate wind load on buildings for wind-resistant design. For numerical prediction of wind pressures by LES, unstructured grid system is effective in terms of flexibility in generating computed models. In this paper, the fluctuating wind pressures on a high-rise building in a real urban district are examined using unstructured LES. Especially, focusing on the pressure distributions influenced by surrounding buildings, the method of model generation for accurate prediction is shown and the flow fields are studied to elucidate the mechanism of peak pressure occurrence.
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, , , On the other hand, recent development of techniques on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has enabled us to simulate the complicated flow such as the wind around buildings in urban area. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) has become available technique to evaluate wind loads for some kinds of simple models by the contribution of many study results. It is necessary to examine the applicability to complicated models such as real buildings in actual urban area for practical use of LES.
Important conditions for computed model to predict wind pressures on buildings by LES are reproducibility of building geometry and grid arrangement in the computational region. Present authors previously discussed the availability of LES using unstructured grid system for estimation of fluctuating wind pressures. Unstructured grid systems are superior to conventional structured grid systems in terms of not only the adaptability to configuration but also flexibility to mesh density at each location in the computational region. Therefore, the unstructured LES is effective to evaluate wind loads on complicated building models. In this study, the availability of unstructured LES to evaluate wind loads on a high-rise building in a real urban district is examined focusing on the influences of surrounding buildings.
First, the formulation method of the computed model is studied for accurate prediction of fluctuating pressures. Focusing on the pressure distributions on the target high-rise building located in the center of real urban model, the influence of the grid resolution around buildings is examined. The computed results are validated by comparison with the experiments and it is confirmed that the pressure distribution ( r.m.s. value) is improved by finer resolution model. As the separating shear layer from the target building is affected by the adjacent building, sufficient mesh density is required not only near the target building but also over a wide region until the surrounding tall building.
Another wind direction model is also computed by the same method as the previous one. In this case, the target building is located in the wake region of windward tall buildings. The computed results coincide with experiments and the negative peak pressure, which is observed at the corner edge of target building and higher value than the case of isolated building, is reproduced with good accuracy.
In order to clarify the mechanism of pressure intensification, the conditional averaged flow field is visualized. The separated shear layer from the windward tall building acts on the corner edge of target building and the separation vortex is formed locally close to the region where the negative peak pressure occurs. Based on the visualization of negative pressure contours, the conical vortex is observed at the corner edge of the target building. Moreover, the vorticity distribution is examined for the flow field around buildings. The pressure intensification at the corner edge of the target building is thought to be due to the vorticity intensification by the effect of reverse vortisity in the separated shear layer from the windward tall building.
As a conclusion of this study, unstructured LES is available to evaluate the wind loads on buildings in real urban district and effective to elucidate the flow mechanism for various aerodynamic phenomena. 
